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   A note from the Editors 
 

What challenging times we are in!  
There is so much positivity and 
people are helping each other just 
how we did many decades ago.  My 
Mum talks all the time about when I 
rode my tricycle up the street with 
no clothes on, I was 4 years old and 
before I reached the end of the 
street a neighboured had already 
told my Mum.  We looked out for 
each other then and we can do so 
again now but I won’t be riding my 
bike without clothes on! 
For the June issue we are looking for 
photos of lockdown haircuts either 
of you or your pets!!!!!!!  Come on 
don’t be shy. 
 

 

 
Sue & Melissa Boyden 
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Over the next few months, we are going to see a very different 
magazine to what we are used to! 
 
Now is the ideal time to try your hand at new hobbies and new ventures.  
We are looking for uplifting and cheerful content for the magazine whilst 
there aren’t any events going ahead.  You could write a short story, send 
in a recipe, photos of what you have been doing to keep busy. 
Really anything you can think of that may interest others. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Please post all copy for the June edition of Up The Wreake! To 
Sue Boyden 

Email: sueboyden@msn.com 
Mobile:07714752105 

While the magazine isn’t being printed the copy deadline is 
the 20th of the month 

 
 

mailto:sueboyden@msn.com
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           Fitness At Its Best       
While we can’t get out and run with our Running Group, we have been 
busy putting together videos of home workouts for everyone to follow.  
There will be a variety of things to do, so there will be something there 
for everyone. 
Please follow us on Facebook FAB Fitness At Its Best, like, share and 
comment.  

Sue and Melissa    
 

 

If you or anyone you know needs any help, please get in touch with us.  
We are also here to chat, so no one needs to feel alone. 
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Reflections of the Virus: 

 
1. Half of us are going to come out of this quarantine as amazing cooks. The 
other half with a drinking problem 

 
2. I used to spin that toilet paper like I was on Wheel of Fortune, now I turn it like 
I'm cracking a safe 

 
3. I need to practise social distancing with the refrigerator  

 
4. I still haven't decided where to go for Easter - the living room or the bedroom  

 
5. Every few days, try your jeans on just to make sure they still fit. Pyjamas will 
have you believe all is well in the kingdom. 

 
6. I don't think anyone expected when we changed the clocks, we'd go from 
Standard Time to the Twilight Zone 

 
7. This morning, I saw my neighbour talking to her cat again. It was obvious she 
thought her cat understood her. When I got back into the house, I told my dog 
and we both laughed. 

 
8. My body has absorbed so much soap and disinfectant lately that when I pee, it 
cleans the toilet. 
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9. I'm so excited it's time to take out the garbage. What should I wear? 

 
10. I hope the weather is good tomorrow for my trip to "Puerto Backyarda" cos 
I'm getting real tired of "Los Livingroom" 

 
11. Classified ad:  
Single man with toilet paper seeks woman with hand sanitizer for good clean fun 

 
12. Better 6 feet apart than 6 feet under...!! 

 
Have fab day 

 
 

                                     

 

For the June issue we are looking for photos of lockdown 

haircuts either of you or your pets!!!!!!!  Come on don’t be 

shy. 
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Lock Down Exercises (Arthritis Research UK) 
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Ozymandias Recalled 

‘’I met a traveller from an antique land who said: Two 
vast and trunkless legs of stone stand in the desert….’’ 
This famous poem by Shelley invites us to remember 

that civilisations however powerful are always fleeting. 

The Wall by John Lanchester and Station Eleven by 
Emily St. John Mandel, two recent novels, are focussed 
too on how speedily our societies can collapse. 

Station Eleven opens in a Toronto theatre. Jeevan, one 
of the book’s main characters is watching King Lear 
when the lead collapses. Having some medical training 

he jumps onto the stage to assist. During the chaos created by the speedy 
death of the actor Arthur, Jeevan meets the seven-year-old Kirsten, who is 
playing a younger version of Cordelia. 

Jeevan and Kirsten continue to be central characters as a Pandemic virus 
very swiftly kills most of the population. Although the Pandemic is the 
cause of the totally changed circumstances of the surviving people, the 
novel like most dystopian writing is actually concerned with how the 
survivors adapt as individuals, and as groups who band together to 
improve their lives.  

The main action is set twenty years after the Virus struck. The adult 
Kirsten joins a theatre group which in turn joins an orchestra. They are 
called Symphony and form a travelling ensemble who entertain the small 
communities they deem to be in ‘Safe’ areas. We also follow Jeevan and a 
number of characters as they move between small communities, some of 
which are really dangerous, whilst others are being very inventive in their 
quest to restore some of the simple technologies to improve their lives. 

In spite of the chilling background, this is in fact a very positive novel. It is 
also well structured and beautifully written. This is the best book I’ve read 
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in months. The author’s latest book Ghosts is out soon, and I will be 
ordering it and some of her previous novels. She is a young Canadian who 
now lives in New York. 

The Wall is set in the UK after the Change. We don’t 
discover what occurred, but we know that to keep ‘The 
Others’ out, the whole of the UK coastline has been 
encircled by a National Coastal Defence Structure, which 
Kavanagh has volunteered to guard. His abiding experience 
during each of his two-week stints is of the cold, and his all-

encompassing protection which doesn’t even allow him to distinguish the 
gender of his fellow guards. The endless concrete, guard towers, barracks, 
sky, water, wind, and tedium are not as difficult, as the central need to 
permanently watch the horizon for the ‘Others’ trying to breach the Wall. 

We’re told that people outside the Wall are drowning and starving, 

hence their willingness to take apparently insurmountable risks. 

Few people choose to become ‘Breeders’. The widespread view is that 
having broken the world, they have no right to re-populate it. 

The brilliance of this dystopian novel is John Lanchester’s ability to bring 
alive the silence and deprivation of endless frozen hours searching the 
horizon. Kavanagh could be a Roman Legionnaire on Hadrian’s Wall, or 
any soldier on lonely watch duty. 

I have also enjoyed his Capital, and Fragrant Harbour novels, each of 
which are very different. 

Bear Town by Frederick Backman is not dystopian but is 
about a small northerly town in crisis. The town, set in deep 
forests under a blanket of snow for many months of the 
year, is in decline. Their one hope is a decisive win for the 
Ice Hockey Team. 

Much of the novel focuses on the team members, their 
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Games and their families, but this is really a study of corruption, loyalty 
and bravery when a whole town wants to ignore an injustice for its own 
ends. 

The fortunes of an Ice Hockey Team wouldn’t usually be my choice of 
reading but this is beautifully told. 

Julie Phillips. 

 

 

Up The Wreak Book Club 

Let me know your views on these 
books, have you already read them or 
are you just reading them now?  We 
will run this feature while we are in 
lockdown so we can all share what we 
are reading.   Let me know what you 
are reading give it a review and I can 
add it to the list 

 

Email: sueboyden@msn.com 

 

Friends of Rotherby April Draw 

£20- 59 Jamie Richards 

£15- 1 Stuart Robinson  

£10 - 74 Tim Prime 
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Keeping the faith and living in hope – Reader’s reflections 
Rural life can often get a bad press. This 
gives the impression that people who live 
in the country are self-satisfied commuters 
returning to their rural idyll for an 
indulgent rest from their stressful work or 
retired people complaining about the loss 
of village amenities. 
We know, of course, that this is not the 
case.  

The way that our village communities are pulling together to face the current challenge 
pays ample testimony to the fact that good neighbourliness is alive and well in rural 
England. I am conscious of the real hurt caused to many of you as we mourn the loss of 
loved ones, are denied physical contact across the generations of our family, are shielded 
or isolated and long to get out and about and socialise again, or face the grim prospect of 
business closure or unemployment. Certainly, things can never be quite the same again. 
At the same time help is offered from unexpected quarters so that life, albeit very 
restricted, can go on. 
I came across this poem the other day and it struck me how it epitomises an important 
aspect of rural life especially in today’s unprecedented circumstances 
 
 When winter is around us, we cannot see the spring; 
 But still we know, 
 Despite the snow, 
 That spring will come one day. 
 
 With night-time's darkness around us we cannot see the sun; 
 But still we know, 
 As shadows go, 
 That dawn will break next day. 
 
 When seeds are sown in springtime, we cannot see the flowers; 
 But still we know, 
 Prepared below, 
 A flower will greet the day. 
 
 Though God is all around us, we cannot see his face; 
 But still we know, 
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 Our love says so, 
 God lives in every day. 
 
We are fortunate to witness the mystery and wonder of God's Creation with the 
continual cycle of times and seasons. We are also fortunate to witness the work of God’s 
unseen hand in the many acts of care, compassion and kindness that take place. 
Collecting prescriptions, shopping for others, contacting the lonely, sharing grief and 
bereavement – all are woven into the pattern of rural life and we thank God for that. 
  
Speaking of times and seasons, May sees several significant religious festivals. Rogation 
Sunday on 17th May is based on the Latin verb “Rogare” = to ask for, when traditionally 
the rural community asked for God’s blessing on the growing crops, livestock, orchards 
etc. Linked with it is the idea of “beating the bounds” when a procession would set off 
from the parish church and, before fields were enclosed, walk round the perimeter of 
the village to register on young minds the bounds of the parish. After the Revd David 
Harknett’s valiant efforts carrying the cross on Good Friday and cycling 18 miles to 
broadcast hymns of triumph on Easter Day, perhaps if we are still in lockdown, he might 
consider filming himself walking around the boundary of the Parish of The Upper 
Wreake. (Anybody know how many miles that would be?) Of course, I would have done 
it had I not been transferred into the over 70s vulnerable section of the population! 

Then we have Ascension Day on Thursday 21st May.  Ascension Day marks the final 
meeting between the risen Jesus and his disciples. He told them (and later disciples) that 
he would always be with them, and promised them the gift of the Holy Spirit at 
Pentecost. At Ascension, Christians celebrate the kingship of Jesus.  

Last, but by no means least, Pentecost (or Whit Sunday) is on the last Sunday of May this 
year. Pentecost is the festival when Christians celebrate the gift of the Holy Spirit. It is 
regarded as the birthday of the Christian church, and the start of the church's mission to 
the world. 

Pentecost comes from a Jewish harvest festival called Shavuot. The apostles were 
celebrating this festival when the Holy Spirit descended on them. The descent sounded 
like a very strong wind, and it looked like tongues of fire. 

For Christians, Pentecost Sunday is a day to celebrate hope, a hope evoked by the 
knowledge that God through his Holy Spirit is at work among his people. It is a 
celebration of newness, of recreation, of renewal of purpose, mission, and calling as 
God’s people. It is a celebration of God’s ongoing work in the world. Yet, it is also a 

http://www.woodlands-junior.kent.sch.uk/customs/whitsun.html
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recognition that his work is done through his people as he pours out his presence upon 
them. 
 
For those within the churches and everyone in the country at large, dare we look 
forward to new priorities from what has been demonstrated during the past months 
namely recognising the intrinsic value of each individual and the importance of 
everyone’s positive contribution to society and a continuation of neighbourliness, of care 
and concern for others? 
 
Yours in faith and hope 
 

Malcolm Britton 

Reader 
 

 

 

 

 

Mrs case would like to offer some craft ideas whilst 
people are at home, she has patterns for premature 
baby cardigans and knitted bears. Also, she has some 
material for cross stitch if people want to make a book 

mark, a glasses case or a small picture. It all uses small 
amounts of wool.  
Mrs Case is putting Craft work in her kitchen window 
at  
13 church Lane Hoby, 
 

Anyone can look and then contact her on email for help? 
Email: lesliemcase@mac.com 
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Tribute to Sheila by Leslie Case 

 

Led a fulfilled life until 96,  

Considerate, cheerful and keen to mix, 

Born in the north and family close,  

Busy, hardworking, met relatives needs most. 

Always wanted a nurse to be, 

Worked in Oakham, cared for Albert Riley, 

As Burrough farm tenant, he had to have a wife, 

She could not finish the course, and so made a new life.  
Came to Hoby in 1946,  
Farming hard, the family became six, 
Joined Mother’s Union in Rectory at the start, 
Took the children with her, they always looked smart. 
No running water or bathroom at the farm, 
Rector was landlord, he could see no harm, 
She was always willing to help anyone,  
Laying out, nursing, lambing to be done. 
Family complete, three girls and a boy,  
Always a pleasure, always a joy, 
When farm sold moved to bungalow, in Rearsby near, 
Joined in and contributed to Church at the rear. 
Happy at Kathleen Rutland home, 
Loved by staff, never known to moan, 
For friends and family from now and the past, 
We send love and wishes for peace at last. 

 
The family of the late Sheila Riley would like to thank everyone for the wonderful 
tributes and condolences they received for Sheila after she passed away in 
February. The donations received in her memory, for the Vista Kathleen Rutland 
Home, where Sheila spent her last years amounted to £390 which has been 
gratefully received.  
 

Thank you 
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Tatting is a form of lace made with 1 knot, being made in 2 halves. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I have found tatting to be very versatile and enjoyable. It is easy to carry around 

with only a few items needed and is a cheap hobby to do. Tatting can be used on 

clothes as jewellery or embellishments. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Equipment. For tatting all you need is a shuttle (or something to wind your thread 

round like a peg, or bobbin.)  

A pair of scissors and a small crochet hook, this again can be anything that can 

pull thread through a small hoop. 

Picot gauge. These can be made out of anything you have lying around and as 

big/as small as you want. Old bank/store cards, cardboard.  

The thread generally used is crochet thread. This comes in different sizes and I 

would suggest using size 10 to begin with and with 2 different colours so you can 

see what each thread does. Again, you can use anything to tat with I’ve seen as 

tiny as seeing thread or as thick as wool.  

 

 
 

 

To start you need a fair amount of thread in colour 1 wrapped 

around your shuttle, this will be the shuttle thread, take the end and 

attach to colour 2 which will be still on the ball of colour 2, this will 

be the ball thread. Hold the knot you made in between your index 
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finger and thumb of your non dominant hand, with the ball thread take it over the 

back of your fingers of the same hand, wrapping it round your little finger as an 

anchor and this will control your tension. (Not to tight you cut the circulation off.) 

Always use the shuttle in your dominant hand. 

 

 

 

 

 

This will be a chain. Take your shuttle, with the shuttle thread resting on top of 

your thumb place the shuttle in between your index and middle finger, going under 

the ball thread. Pass the shuttle through but come NOT pull it now drop it through 

the loop made from the knot and the back of the shuttle. Now you should find the 

shuttle thread looped around the ball thread before you pull anything. Relax your 

non dominant hand completly and straighten the thread taught with the hand 

holding the shuttle. The thread should have ‘jumped’ to the ball thread now being 

looped round the shuttle thread. Without tensing your non dominant hand carefully 

guide the looped thread down to the knot also with jumping the thread back again. 

That was the 1st half of the stitch. The 2nd half is the 1st in reverse. So now you 

need to take  the shuttle thread and go over the ball thread around and under going 

through the loop. Make the shuttle thread jump again so the ball thread is around 

the shuttle thread and guide it down to the 1st half of the stitch to make a pair of 

trousers. A left leg, right leg and a top bar. To make a picot, use one of your 

gauges inbetween 2 stitches. These are used for decorative and for joins. That’s all 

you need to start tatting. A line of stitches is called a chain. There are chains and 

rings used in tatting. Rings is the same principle but just uses the shuttle thread, 

instead of anchoring it round the little finger being it back to the thumb and index 

and start tatting on itself. 
 

  

There is a Facebook group Charnwood tatters 

tatting group where we can help further and a 

group that (normally) meets every 3rd 

Saturday of the month at shepherd community centre should 

anyone want to join us when this all over. 
 

 

Helen Walters (Asfordby) 
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Desert Island Disc Feature 
 
Please email me with your favourite 4 pieces of music with reasons for choice.  
One book other than Shakespeare and The Bible (or any other religious text) 
and one luxury item. 
This feature will run every month while we haven’t any events to be posting and 
afterwards if it proves to be popular. 
 

 
 

 
 

While the magazine is a PDF copy only, if you would prefer a printed copy you 

can print it off yourself.  By doing the following 

Go into print  

Pages per sheet 

2 pages 

This will give you your own printed A5 copy of the magazine (just fold the A4 

sheets in half) 

You now just need to find a way of securing the pages together; I use an industrial 

stapler any other ideas please let me know. 
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Vida’s May Garden 

So, this month is all about planting, weeding, hoeing, and keeping your distance. 

If you have got potatoes in the ground don’t forget to heap them up, which is 

dragging soil over the top of the green leaves, the tops, it keeps the potatoed 

forming under the ground stay out of the light and it protects the leaves from 

any late frosts. 

 I shall be planting out broccoli, cabbage,2nd 

lot of carrots, cauliflowers and towards the 

end of May leeks, courgettes, pumpkins and 

butternut squash. 

Such an exciting time ☺ 

I hope all of you are able to share spare plants by putting them outside the front 

of your homes for people to help themselves to. We have been sharing seeds in 

Hoby when people have rang and asked if I have any spare seeds I have tried to 

supply them or find someone who has spare seeds they are happy to share, after 

all most of us love working on our gardens and as we can’t go out too much 

sharing is a great way to help people keep going. One of our community was 

more than willing to make an order up on computer shopping list for seeds 

others required (not something I can do being a technophobe) so that I hope 

everyone got the seeds they wanted. Let’s hope we get great weather to help 

our gardens flourish and bring some happiness into our lives. 

Happy Gardening and stay safe. 

 

 

Cheers Vida Gregory 
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Social distancing and music 

 

Music. An art form that comes to life through sound. By that crude definition, 
the art of music doesn’t need anyone other than oneself. It should be perfect for 
those self-isolating days. Yet so many who are involved in the world of music are 
suffering right now. In the space of a few days, every musician I knew was feeling 
their professional world of work fall apart. Gigs, festivals and concerts were 
cancelled so quickly, every venue was closing its doors. Tours were no longer 
taking place, background music was no longer required, every little bit of work 
dropped off. 

Many musicians supplement their income by teaching. No-one knew how this 
could carry on once schools were closed. With no face-to-face learning available, 
there would be no income coming in. Very few musicians are on a salary – most 
are self-employed and have worked their entire lives in the music industry. As 
with the rest of society, life was about to change beyond recognition. I sat with 
friends and colleagues in the music staff room at school, trying to console them 
through their tears, reassuring them that we could find a way through, but not 
quite believing it myself. 

In the days and weeks that followed, I have witnessed an incredible strength in 
people to adjust to this new way of life. For music teachers, word got around 
that it was possible to give a lesson online. “Zoom” became a familiar word to us 
all. Speaking from personal experience, I have now given a couple of lessons on 
this platform and, although there are many downsides to it, it does at least keep 
us connected to our pupils and allows us to continue teaching, encouraging, 
advising them in their studies. Yes, it requires an adjustment to how we do this, 
but there are many positives too. I am certain we will come out of this being 
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better teachers, having been forced to break the habit of repetition and 
challenged to re-think how we teach. 

As for performances, it’s harder to replicate this digitally. Musicians can certainly 
carry on their individual practising (at the best of times, I will do 3-4 hours a day). 
I miss the rehearsals though; the interaction with other musicians; the ability to 
discuss music through playing together. So much of music is for sharing with 
others. In the initial creative stages, a composer will sit alone and write a piece. 
Once that piece has life and is given over to the performer (whether it is for a 
solo musician or for a group), society is needed. Music is an art form that uses 
sound to communicate; musicians fall in love with that sound and want to share 
their love of it with others. When I am on the concert platform, I want to bring 
the audience into that sound world. I am merely the messenger of those ideas 
and emotions.  

When all this is over, I hope that we can return to concert halls and other art 
venues with a renewed appreciation of these wonderful experiences. Perhaps 
we have taken so much for granted in our lives in the past. It’s time for a re-
think, a renewal of how we look at life and the things we can enjoy socially 
together. 

 

 

Article sent in by Anne Thomas 
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Inspiring message from Bill Gates 

 

 
 
Subject:  
*What is the Corona/ Covid-19 Virus Really Teaching us? * 
  
I’m a strong believer that there is a spiritual purpose behind everything that 
happens, whether that is what we perceive as being good or being bad. 
As I meditate upon this, I want to share with you what I feel the Corona/ Covid-
19 virus is really doing to us: 
 
1) It is reminding us that we are all equal, regardless of our culture, religion, 
occupation, financial situation or how famous we are. This disease treats us all 
equally, perhaps we should to. If you don’t believe me, just ask Tom Hanks. 
 
2) It is reminding us that we are all connected and something that affects one 
person has an effect on another. It is reminding us that the false borders that we 
have put up have little value as this virus does not need a passport.   It is 
reminding us, by oppressing us for a short time, of those in this world whose 
whole life is spent in oppression. 
 
3) It is reminding us of how precious our health is and how we have moved to 
neglect it through eating nutrient poor manufactured food and drinking water 
that is contaminated with chemicals upon chemicals. If we don’t look after our 
health, we will, of course, get sick. 
 
4) It is reminding us of the shortness of life and of what is most important for us 
to do, which is to help each other, especially those who are old or sick. Our 
purpose is not to buy toilet roll. 
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5) It is reminding us of how materialistic our society has become and how, when 
in times of difficulty, we remember that it’s the essentials that we need (food, 
water, medicine) as opposed to the luxuries that we sometimes unnecessarily 
give value to. 
 
6) It is reminding us of how important our family and home life is and how much 
we have neglected this. It is forcing us back into our houses so we can rebuild 
them into our home and to strengthen our family unit. 
 
7) It is reminding us that our true work is not our job, that is what we do, not 
what we were created to do.   Our true work is to look after each other, to 
protect each other and to be of benefit to one another. 
 
8) It is reminding us to keep our egos in check. It is reminding us that no matter 
how great we think we are or how great others think we are, a virus can bring 
our world to a standstill. 
 
9) It is reminding us that the power of freewill is in our hands. We can choose to 
cooperate and help each other, to share, to give, to help and to support each 
other or we can choose to be selfish, to hoard, to look after only our self. Indeed, 
it is difficulties that bring out our true colours. 
 
10) It is reminding us that we can be patient, or we can panic. We can either 
understand that this type of situation has happened many times before in 
history and will pass, or we can panic and see it as the end of the world and, 
consequently, cause ourselves more harm than good. 
 
11) It is reminding us that this can either be an end or a new beginning. This can 
be a time of reflection and understanding, where we learn from our mistakes, or 
it can be the start of a cycle which will continue until we finally learn the lesson 
we are meant to. 
 
12) It is reminding us that this Earth is sick. It is reminding us that we need to 
look at the rate of deforestation just as urgently as we look at the speed at which 
toilet rolls are disappearing off of shelves. We are sick because our home is sick.  
 
13) It is reminding us that after every difficulty, there is always ease. Life is 
cyclical, and this is just a phase in this great cycle. We do not need to panic; this 
too shall pass. 
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14) Whereas many see the Corona/ Covid-19 virus as a great disaster, I prefer to 
see it as a great corrector 
 
It is sent to remind us of the important lessons that we seem to have forgotten 
and it is up to us if we will learn them or not. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Article sent in by Simon Blake 
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Fairtrade – A Personal Viewpoint 
 

‘It’s not just about tea and coffee’ 

Wine, chocolate, bamboo socks, silver jewellery, Easter eggs, leather and 

fabric handbags, greetings cards, soft furnishings, olive oil, wooden and 

soft toys, silk scarves, Basmati rice… You name it and there is probably a 

Fairtrade product available; you can be confident that you will be buying 

quality and it won’t cost us the earth. I first started buying Fairtrade many 

years ago, choosing gifts that would have cost me more money in some of 

the well-known shops, and started to encourage friends and family to do 

the same. And then I became interested in finding out why Fairtrade was 

considered to be so important that local people were investing their time 

in promoting it. 

 

Melton Mowbray became a Fairtrade Town many years ago and, more 

recently a Fairtrade Borough.  

Some years ago, I joined the Steering Group that works to maintain our 

Borough’s Fairtrade status. Every couple of years, we have to 

demonstrate, among other goals, that our Borough Council supports 

Fairtrade, that businesses and food/drink establishments are using and 

selling Fairtrade products and that we, the Steering Group, are doing 

everything we can to promote Fairtrade and to encourage churches, 

schools and other organisations to get involved. 

 

The Melton Borough Steering Group holds a couple of promotional events 

each year, usually involving food! In Fairtrade Fortnight, we have a 

pancake breakfast, for which I make about 150 pancakes and we serve 

them smothered in all sorts of good things – Fairtrade sugars, jams, 

golden syrup, peanut butter and more. 
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In late spring, in conjunction with The Fairtrading Post in Melton, we hold 

a fashion show to demonstrate the wide range of good quality and well-

designed clothing which is available, using Fairtrade cotton and other 

fabrics. Unfortunately, due to the coronavirus situation, we have had to 

cancel this year’s show but the garments will still be on sale in The 

Fairtrading Post over the coming months. 

 

Working with others on the Steering Group opened my eyes to the scale 

and scope of small producers and artisans around the world, who are 

struggling to compete with large business and corporations but who are 

growing and making things that we want to buy and to consume. They 

just need a hand up, not a hand out. 

 

Fairtrade producers can be found all around the world, supported by 

Traidcraft and other organisations. There are growers and artisans with 

skills to produce a wide range of products but are often in poor areas 

where they have no marketplace or where larger producers overwhelm 

the market. Traidcraft works with them in a variety of ways: providing 

channels for selling; negotiating a minimum payment/wage; training in 

how to grow in organic and environmentally-friendly ways; enabling the 

setting-up of co-operatives; support to manage work so the children can 

have education and be cared for; and many others, tailored to individual 

circumstances.  

 

The goal is to enable producers to compete more fairly in the 

marketplace, by enabling them to differentiate products by quality and 

desirability. For instance, in the West, we value artisan skills in textiles, 

wood, metals and other materials but we do look for items for ourselves 

and our homes that fit our notion of Western taste. I saw some examples 

of how this is being facilitated when I visited northern India in 2011. 
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India Meet the People Tour 

Martin and I joined a small group with an Indian guide, Raj, on a Traidcraft 

‘Meet the People’ tour of Northern India, primarily in the Gujerat visiting 

Fairtrade producers, artisans and NGOs (non-government organisations) 

but also including the can’t-miss sights of Jaipur, Taj Mahal, Mumbai and 

Delhi. The whole trip was such an eye-opener, having never visited India 

before, and I would like to share with you some of the memorable 

highlights. 

 

The Gujerat is poor land in places, and many refugees have arrived there 

over the centuries with skills, particularly in textiles, but with little 

opportunity to fund materials or to market quality products. We visited 

dyers, spinners, weavers and embroiderers 

with exquisite skills. 

 

In Ahmedabad, we visited St Mary’s 

Centre, which had been established many 

years ago by Spanish nuns. It’s in a poor 

area of the city, populated by Muslims and 

Hindus, with many of the tensions inherent in people of different faiths 

and cultures crowded together in small spaces. Many of the men work 

away, driving freight trucks to Pakistan, leaving the women with little 

money and the need to support themselves while caring for their children. 

The nuns work with the women to develop their embroidery and stitching 

skills, with a very strong ethos of quality control. The women get training 

at the centre and can work there or take workbags home, with pre-

prepared garments and all of the threads required to embroider them, so 

they can continue to care for their children. We walked around the 

narrow alleyways, visiting the women and seeing how well it worked for 

them – a strong, cohesive bond whereby they sat outside their houses, 

stitching and chatting and sharing the childcare.  
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We were very fortunate that, on the day we visited, we met a lecturer 

from an English university who was there with some students working on 

a project.  

 

The students were showing the local women how to extract small 

elements of the designs and to redraw them and to then embroider in 

softer, more neutral colours to make them marketable abroad. 

 

The other stand-out visit, for me, was in the Kutch district of Gujerat. An 

agricultural area but with very poor land, which is being exacerbated by 

climate change. A Fairtrade development project there is exploring with 

local farmers how to make the best use of what they have. At our first 

stop, we watched neem oil being extracted. It is said to be highly 

therapeutic and you will see it in a range of dental, nail and body care 

products. Only 10% of the weight can be extracted as oil, leaving a large 

amount of residue. The project was developing other uses, such as 

fertiliser and animal feedstuffs, to ensure that the whole harvest was 

being put to good use and locally. At the second stop, we were in a very 

dry area, where traditional crops are no longer possible. Experimental 

work is going on here to find ways to conserve water and also to grow 

‘new’ crops, such as date palms. 

 

Throughout our trip, we saw evidence of how Traidcraft and the other 

NGOs work for producers, providing education for them and their 

families, training them to develop markets, encouraging them to innovate 

while using the skills and materials available and to minimise their impact 

on the environment (we also saw projects trying to reduce the ground 

and water pollution caused by traditional dyeing practices). The aim is 

always to enable producers to become autonomous, while guaranteeing a 
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minimum price for produce to enable competition with the larger 

producers who exploit their workers in order to maximise profits. 

 

You may have gathered – I’m a believer in Fairtrade! I bake with it, wear 

it, furnish my home, give it away and choose it wherever I can, if I can’t 

buy locally produced. 

 

 

                 
 

 

              
 

 

 

 

 

 

Lyn Hastings 
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Divine Fairtrade Brownies           
 

 
 

110g / 4oz butter 

110g / 4oz Divine 70% Dark Chocolate  

220g / 8oz Fairtrade golden caster sugar 

1 teaspoon. Vanilla extract 

2 large eggs 

90g / 3oz plain flour   

55g / 2oz self-raising flour  

25g / 1oz Fairtrade cocoa powder 

 

Oven Gas 4/180C, 170c fan. 7” square tin: butter or line with baking parchment. 

Melt butter and chocolate over a pan of simmering water or in microwave. 

Put sugar in mixing bowl and pour the melted chocolate/butter over. Stir well 

and leave to cool. 

Beat in eggs one at a time, plus vanilla, then stir in flour/cocoa. Beat until 

smooth. Pour/spoon mixture into tin and smooth the surface. 

Bake for 35 – 40mins until the top is evenly coloured and a cocktail stick comes 

out almost clean, i.e. with a few moist crumbs attached. Don’t overcook it! 

Cool in the tin; then turn out onto a board and cut into squares. 

These are wonderful made with Divine 70% dark chocolate with ginger and 

orange or Divine 70% dark chocolate with raspberries (serve with a little 

whipped cream and fresh raspberries). Alternatively, add some chopped Fair 

Trade nuts (macadamia, walnuts or cashews) or a little chopped white chocolate. 

Contributed: Lyn Hastings 
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 Hair of the Dog to Paint the Town Red by Andrew 

Thompson 

The Curious Origins of Everyday Sayings and Fun Phases  

 

 

Batten Down the Hatches 

Meaning: prepare for trouble or bad times 

In Context: Here comes the boss and he’s in a bad mood.  

We’d better batten down the hatches 

Batten down the hatches is a nautical phrase that dates back to the early 

1800s.  Most sailing ships at the time had cargo holds that opened to the 

deck via hatches, sometimes called hatchways.  These hatches were 

normally left open or simply covered with a grate that allowed for 

ventilation.  When seas were rough or bad weather was imminent, the 

ship’s captain would call to batten down the hatches to protect the cargo 

and prevent the hold from getting filled with rain or seawater.  The 

hatches would be covered canvas tarpaulins that would be held down 

with strips of wood, known as battens, to stop them from blowing off. 
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Round the world tour from 1st Sept 1982 to 29th Aug 1983, 

(363 days) concentrating on the South American tour with 

Exodus lasting 5 mths by Simon Blake.  

Chapter 1 Introduction 

You might ask: how can this be so memorable as it was 38 yrs. ago? 

Perhaps I was at an impressionable age or maybe it was because I hadn’t 

done this sort of thing before or, perhaps even, because it was absolutely 

full of adventure. I did write 15 “exercise book” diaries and took well over 

1000 slides.  

My aims were to go round the world backwards i.e. starting on the east 

coast of the USA, then visiting South America, back up to the west coast 

of the USA , Australia , on to Java, Bali & other places in Indonesia and 

lastly India. 

I arrived in New York that day 

1st Sept 1982 & went straight 

to the downtown youth 

hostel, wondering how I was 

going to manage the next 6 

weeks in which I had planned 

to visit schools for deaf 

children. At that point I was a 

qualified teacher of the deaf 

and had been teaching for 4 years in a residential school for the deaf 

between Beaconsfield & High Wycombe. The American Embassy had 

sponsored me to the tune of a single flight to the USA in order to carry out 

some research into the American “system” and to take these ideas back 

to the UK.  
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I need not have worried because I was rescued by Andy Steginsky (who’s 

then wife Wendy was sister to Ian Fulton married to my 1st cousin Anna !) 

and he insisted I come back to their house about 35-40 miles outside New 

York in Tuxedo Park to stay . Six weeks later I was still there! 

Needless to say it was an amazing start to the tour but my 1st “learning” 

experience was about to happen. Some Americans like to drive to New 

York from distant places, leave their car in New York and wait until a 

“driver” going back their way turns up at the “New York Driveaway 

centre”. I was returning a rather flashy Cadillac Eldorado to Miami where I 

was going to fly from to Bogota. 

My first night was spent at the central Washington youth hostel and by 

mistake left all my money, passport etc in the glove compartment 

overnight. It made no difference that the car was locked!  

With 4 dollars left to my name I had to work out whether to spend it on 

food or on a passport photo. I chose the latter. I did have the American 

Express receipts and used these to obtain 600 dollars. I also phoned Andy 

Steginsky for help & being a stock broker he had a number of contacts. 

Myself, the Head of Lloyds Bank International and Andy had a 3-way 

conversation in which I was told to turn up at Riggs International Bank 

opposite the White House to collect $900. My protests that I had no ID, 

passport etc were swept aside.  The next day I did as I was bid, entered 

this enormous bank with a very lengthy bank of cashiers stretching as far 

as the eye could see and told the first that my name was Simon Blake. 

“Come this way sir” was the reply and I was handed the cash without the 

need for ID and barely getting time for breath.  

The following day I got hold of a ten year passport (a Visitor’s Visa would 

not be accepted on arrival in South America) and I was ready to get out of 

Washington as fast as I possibly could with a guy called Clark from Kent in 
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tow who was hitch hiking down the east coast. He was quite 

complimentary, in his own way, about how little time it had taken me to 

get up & running after the “incident” but most of his words began with F--

----.  

After a week or so in Miami I flew to Bogota (Columbia) to join the Exodus 

expedition which  would take 

us through nearly all the 

countries in South America on 

a journey of about 18,000 

miles over 5 months. 23 of us, 

mainly a mixture of Aussies 

and Brits plus 1 New Zealander 

& 1 Icelander were to sit in the 

back of a converted Bedford 

truck and travel through some, at times, very inhospitable terrain. 

However, there was already one rather large problem about trying to 

travel to each country in South America: 6 months before we were at war 

with Argentina over the Falkland Islands. I was told that there should be 

no problem collecting a visa to get into Argentina when I was passing 

through Bolivia at Christmas time. Fast forward to Christmas time & my 

visit to the Argentinian embassy in La Paz. The first (and only) question I 

was asked by the 2 blokes behind the counter was: “what nationality are 

you?”.  I didn’t have to say anything beyond “British” because one of the 

blokes uttered that he was going to die and they then vanished 

completely. I guess I could have expected such a reaction: I was clearly 

not destined to get into Argentina along with all the other Brits in our 

group and the New Zealander. I wasn’t aware until then that the Kiwis had 

helped us during the war by lending us boats. 
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Simon Blake’s World Tour: Chapter 2 Columbia, Ecuador & 

Peru 

The truck was equipped with camping & cooking equipment so the idea 

was to camp when we could (not in camp sites as there were very few 

indeed) i.e. when in the countryside and to use cheap hotels when in 

towns.  

The first couple of weeks of “doing” Columbia were very rewarding and I 

remember clearly how we climbed a volcano   on a very misty morning 

without realising how high it was (4000 metres) or how much it would 

take out of us. After an extremely early breakfast of scrambled eggs which 

I was later very glad I had had, we set off. As we neared the top, I realised 

that it was just myself & an Aussie (Steve) who 

were out in front.  Despite my heart racing 

violently I was determined to “plant the British 

flag” at the top. Virtually as I did so I realised that I 

was quite close to the crater without being able to 

see it: the mist/fog blanketed any view unfortunately.  

Our next main destination was Quito in Ecuador. However, the truck was 

not in good shape when we reached Quito & clearly needed some work 

doing on it. In order to get parts for it we needed to send for them from 

London. As nearly all South American flights in those days came out of 

Madrid the parts had to go via Madrid (and probably other airports too) 

to get to Quito. We waited an entire week for them to arrive which put 

our schedule out of sync considerably. 

 We broke down several more times during the 

5-month journey and each time I grew more 

certain that importing a British vehicle into S. 

America where there were no spares was a very 
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large blunder by Exodus.  Why on earth use a foreign truck in a continent 

in which predominantly Mercedes trucks were being driven?  

From Ecuador into Peru and on to Lima where I met a delightful young 

lady. I had been married between 1977 & 1981, luckily without children, 

and it was the sale of our house in Hazlemere just outside High Wycombe 

that enabled me to resign from my teaching post and to travel.  Charo was 

several years younger than myself but during our 3 days together in Lima I 

was very happy, and I think she was as well. The only problem was that, 

on departure, I’d forgotten that my passport was in her handbag. After 10 

mins in the truck I stopped it telling them I would catch up with them 

using public transport and ran after her not knowing where she had gone 

and not remembering how to get to her parents’ house . In fact, I realised 

that I didn’t even know her last name.  The chances of finding her in 

central Lima were fairly remote but I was very, very lucky!  

I think , poor girl, that I must have broken her heart , because my brother 

kept informing me from London (all my post was  directed to Clapham) 

that lots of postcards were arriving and at the bottom it always said 

“mucho , mucho, mucho” ! 

One of my aims behind coming to S. America was to rekindle my Spanish 

which I’d enjoyed studying and had spent a year in Salamanca in 1971. 

Little did I realize that being with Charo was the only time I would be 

using it because I was spending practically all my time with the Aussies & 

Brits on the tour.  

 Peru was a fascinating tourist 

destination even back in 1982 and we 

were able to visit many Inca ruins 

including Machu Picchu. We had 

decided to do it the hard way and to do 
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the 4-day trek to the site. Unfortunately, I was attacked with blisters on 

the very first day and basically had to limp for 3.5 days with the blisters 

becoming progressively more “mushy” as we walked. However, it was 

worth the pain as the views down on to Machu Picchu at the end of the 

walk were spectacular. My heels were not in a good state afterwards but I 

managed a regime of only wearing flip flops for 4-5 weeks which dried up 

the “mushiness”.  

Lake Titicaca (3812m) stuck out for me not 

only for being one of the highest lakes in 

the world but for its reed floating islands 

and ladies with bowler hats.  

 

 

To be continued……… 
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Coronavirus: Closed pub leaves out pints and scones for 
villagers 

A village pub has been delivering pints to people's doors and leaving fresh 
scones in a telephone box.  

Resident Antonia Doyle picked up warm scones after a walk.   

Antonia said: "It was a lovely surprise. It's a close-knit community but this 
[crisis] has probably brought it out a lot more. Times like this show how 
much people do come together and support each other."  

 

Clare Highton, landlady of the The Blue Bell Inn in Hoby, Leicestershire, 
decided to use up some of the spare ingredients they had after closing.  
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She and her partner Mike also delivered regulars their usual pints to their 
doorsteps with a cling film cover instead of throwing the beer away.  

She said they did it to make people smile.  

Miss Highton added: "We've got the time and the kitchen.  

"Our locals support us the rest of the year, so we wanted to support 
them."  

Clare Highton said some of the villagers they served pints to were 
"overwhelmed"  

She said they made sure the kitchen they baked in was clean and 
disinfected the telephone box before they put the plain and cherry and 
sultana scones inside, and left disinfectant, tongs and paper bags to 
reduce the risk of infection.  

They also wore gloves to deliver the pints.  

The pair said they have plans to continue surprising the locals with baked 
goods.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 Taken from BBC News 2 April 2020 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/amp/uk-england-leicestershire-52122879 
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Anagram Connections - Answers 

The linking word is TIME. It can go before the 

words in the first list and after the words in the 

second. 
JACKET 

TIME 

SIZED 

BLOOD 

CYCLE 

GUARD 

BELT 

LIKE 

SAVER 

STYLE 

 

AFTER 

HIGH 

HALF 

FAMILY 

STILL 

LOVE 

SHELF 

NIGHT 

DOUBLE 

ETERNAL 
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Proverbs and Sayings 1 

The following are well-known proverbs, but I’ve only given you the first 

letter of each word. Have fun! 

 

1. IFAPIFAP _________________________________________ 

2. FRIWAFTT _________________________________________ 

3. NITMOI _________________________________________ 

4. OGTDA  _________________________________________ 

5. JOATMON _________________________________________ 

6. OYB  _________________________________________ 

7. TMCSTB _________________________________________ 

8. SNAD  _________________________________________ 

9. ASITSN  _________________________________________ 

10. LFLS  _________________________________________ 

11. ARLTR  _________________________________________ 

12. ARSGNM _________________________________________ 

13. PMP  _________________________________________ 

14. NMWTDD _________________________________________ 

15. UWSDWF _________________________________________ 

16. ITTTT  _________________________________________ 

17. SWRD  _________________________________________ 

18. IYCBGBC _________________________________________ 

19. PWLIGHSTS _________________________________________ 

20. FKLW  _________________________________________ 
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Hoby & District Village Hall 

 

 

 

 

Film Night – Suspended  

 

As I’m sure you have all realised, Film Night at Hoby & District Village Hall is 

suspended for the duration of the current situation. 

 

The Village Hall Committee would like to thank you all for your support over the 

years we’ve been running films. The income Film Night generates makes a useful 

contribution to the hall’s running costs. 

 

We look forward to opening our doors again as soon as we are able & welcoming 

you all back. After all, we’ve got some really great films to catch up on.  

 

Hoby & District Village Hall Committ 
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Hoby and District Local History Society 
Suspension of programme 

 

 
As you have probably already guessed, The Hoby & District Local History 
Society programme of events is suspended until September. If we are able 
to resume our meetings in September, our speaker will be James Wright 
who will talk to us about “Historic Graffiti” but we will of course confirm 
details nearer the time. 
 
The good news is that we’ve re-booked our March & May speakers, Janet 
Spavold & Sue Blaxland respectively, for 2021 & have also postponed our 
July outing to Grace Dieu until 2021 too. 
 
We would like to thank you all for your support & we do hope that you 
will come back to us when we can start up again. In the meantime, don’t 
forget that our website has lots of good stuff on it: 
www.hobyanddistricthistory.co.uk .  
 
To whet your appetite, the photograph accompanying this item is of Hoby 
school garden, taken at around 1912. The garden is now the site of the 
village hall. 
 

The Hoby & District Local History Society Committee 
 

http://www.hobyanddistricthistory.co.uk/
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HOBY OPEN GARDENS 2020 

Cancelled 

 

 

We have taken the decision to cancel Open Gardens 2020; it is unlikely that the 

current restrictions will be lifted in time for us to organise a successful event this 

year. 

We hope to run Open Gardens in 2021 and make it the All Saints Church 801st 

Anniversary Open Gardens! 

The Friends of Hoby Church would like to thank everyone who offered to open 

their gardens this year, organise things, man things or help in anyway. We hope 

you will be able to support us again in 2021.  

 

In the meantime, good gardening. 

 

The Friends of Hoby Church 
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